Guerrilla journalism: On the morning of January 5, some New Yorkers who plunked in 50 cents to get that day's
dose of "all the news that's fit to print" got a little surprise—a mock front page of the New York Times. About 20,000
copies of the mock edition were distributed, most through Times' vending machines. Published by an ad hoc
anonymous group, New Yorkers for a Free El Salvador, this "people's edition" ran the banner headline, "U.S. at war
in El Salvador." Under this headline were included the following stories: "El Salvador on the verge of revolution,"
"Second Vietnam foreseen for Bush administration" and an "Editors' apology." The apology began, "Although we
normally address specific instances of misreporting and poor editing under the inconspicuous corrections column
on page three, in this case our journalistic efforts have been so extensive and systematic that we have deemed it
necessary to devote front page space to an official apology. The subject of concern is our reporting (or lack of
reporting) on El Salvador over the past two decades. It is clear that our overall coverage has closely followed the
agenda set by the U.S. government during this time." As an example of this poor Times coverage, a coordinator of
the blitz cited a Dec. 24, 1988, story, ominously headlined, "Leftist rebels bomb Salvador ministry, killing four and
wounding 34." Only later did readers of the story learn that it was a legitimate military target, the Salvadoran defense
ministry, not, say, the education ministry, that was bombed. Further, in the third paragraph of the story was the
supposedly related news item, a paragraph that read: "Terrorists also blew up a biology laboratory today at the
national university in San Salvador, and shot to death a night watchman, a school official said. The university, the
nation's biggest, with 35,000 students, has been the scene of demonstrations by leftist students." A blitz coordinator,
who wished to remain anonymous, told In These Times, "It's well-known that the military sees the university as a
'hotbed of subversion.' As other reports have indicated, the bombing of the university is clearly an attack by the
military and the death squads, not, as the Times inferred, by the rebels" (see ITT, Jan. 11). The people's edition asked
readers to call the Times at (212) 556-1234 to protest such "distorted coverage." According to the blitz coordinator,
the resulting calls tied up the switchboard, forcing the New York Times Company to temporarily shut down its
switchboard. Times' editors were not amused. The paper has threatened to sue anyone found to have tampered with
its vending boxes or to have infringed upon its copyrighted logo.

Wastern problems:
Sante Fe residents
fear a hot time in
the old town
SANTE FE, N.M.—In the swank ballroom
of Sante Fe's Eldorado Hotel a crowd
of 350 recently gathered to see
artwork by New Mexico's most famous artists and to give their support for Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety.
The "Art Bash Against Hot Trash"
art auction raised $20,000 for the
Concerned Citizens' lawsuit fund
and kicked off a new episode in the
increasingly divisive regional debate
over the Department of Energy's
(DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Project
(WIPP). The WIPP site, located outside Carlsbad in southeastern New
Mexico, is a proposed permanent depository for the radioactive wastes
from the nation's nuclear weapons
plants.
The facility's opening, orginally
scheduled for Oct. 1,1988, has now
been delayed until the end of this
year. But elected officials in New
Mexico, Colorado and Idaho have
pledged to get the facility open as
soon as possible to avert waste disposal crises in their home states.

The Energy Department characterizes the WIPP site as vital to its
decades-long, $200 billion program
for modernizing and cleaning up the
nation's 40-year-old nuclear weapons plants. A successfully operating
waste site would be a public relations boon for the DOE, proving to
the public that the department is
serious about waste cleanup and
serving as an example of the DOE's
ability to operate a nuclear
weapons-related facilty within the
strengthened environmental regulations of the last two decades.
But environmentalists say the
DOE is ruining this opportunity.
They cite as potential hazards structural and geological problems with
the 2,i50-foot underground grid of
caverns and tunnels that have been
dug into an ancient salt formation,
as well as deficiencies with the DOEdesigned TRUPACT II waste container and an inexperienced trucking
company that was contracted to
haul the wastes.
The depository must pass a
number of legislative and regulatory
hurdles before it can qpen. The site
must meet EPA standards that require radioactive wastes be isolated
from human exposure and natural
occurrences for 10,000 years. The
facility also must comply with the
Resource Conservation and Recov-
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ery Act. The act requires that
facilities receiving "mixed wastes,"
radioactive material mixed with
other toxic substances, be licensed
according to set guidelines.
Melinda Kassen, an attorney at the
Environmental Defense Fund in
Boulder, Colo., may represent Concerned Citizens when the group initiates a lawsuit against the DOE in
the event the WIPP site is opened
without complying with environmental regulations. Kassen says the
DOE did not consider licensing the
site until a few months ago. Such
licensing usually takes more than a
year for approval.
"It's all part of [the DOE's] createa-crisis mentality, not to plan for the
Recovery Act. Their opening dates
have been really unrealistic," says
Kassen. "They just have a hard time
making the environment a priority."
One crisis is happening outside of
Denver, Colo., at the DOE's Rocky
Flats facility, where plutonium triggers for the nation's nuclear arsenal
are produced. Eight boxcars, each
containing 7,700 gallons of radioactive waste, sit idle at the plant. In
October Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus, in
a protest of the delayed opening of
WIPP, banned all nuclear waste shipments to his state, the destination
of Rocky Flats waste since 1968. Andrus' action has forced Colorado

Gov. Roy Romer and Colorado's congressional delegation to either support WIPP or face the closure of the
Rocky Flats plant—a source of 6,000
jobs—when it reaches its storage
limit in three to four months.
Concerned Citizens board member and 16-year New Mexico state
legislator Max Coll is one person

who would not be surprised by a
White House action to force open
the $800 million facility. Coll has
been following WIPP since 1975,
when the project was moved from
Kansas to New Mexico. For the next
20 years an estimated 1,450 annual
shipments of radioactive waste
would exit Interstate 25 a mile from

Coil's house outside Sante Fe.

Elliott Abrams
is gone but his
stain remains

Singlaub and Lewis Tambs, the
former US. ambassador to Costa
Rica.
As ambassador to Costa Rica and
Abrams' subordinate, Tambs oversaw secret contra "supply" shipments from the northern Costa Rica
ranch of John Hull, an American citizen and alleged CIA operative. When
Costa Rican President Oscar Arias
threatened to publicly denounce the
airstrip as violating Costa Rica's
neutrality policy, North and Abrams
threatened to cut $151 million in U.S.
aid to his country.
Despite Abrams' strategy for regional support of the Nicaraguan rebels, the contras no longer have a
presence in Costa Rica, and Honduras refuses to sign a military cooperation treaty that would keep the
contras in business in that country.
John Hull was arrested in Costa Rica
on January 13 and charged with drug
trafficking.
After the Iran-contra investigation, Abrams tried to regain credibility by masterminding the overthrow
of Panamanian leader Manuel
Noriega. After Tampa and Miami
grand juries indicted Noriega on
drug-trafficking and racketeering
charges in February 1988, the US.
began to put on the squeeze. The

result was not exactly the Philippinestyle "transition to democracy" Abrams had hoped for. The opposition
was unorganized and, with the military firmly behind him, Noriega has
proved resilient to economic sanctions that have reportedly shrunk
Panama's economy by 40 percent.
Like Reagan, Abrams often
bolstered his own position by attacking opponents and concocting
"facts" to advance his own agenda.
Abrams, too, kept public statements
to a minimum. He often refused to
appear on TV programs in which his
opponents were to appear with him,
effectively limiting the amount of
public debate concerning Latin
America.
But perhaps the most important
part of Abrams' legacy is how the
US. now defines human rights and
democracy. According to Abrams,
anti-communism and human rights
foreign policies are one in the same.
Furthermore he defines democracy
only as "a series of elections in which
one democratic president succeeds
another." In other words, only communists commit human rights
abuses, and democracy no longer requires the freedoms of speech, press,
religion or association.

While America says hello to the Bush
administration, it is also saying
goodbye to one of Ronald Reagan's
leading ideologues, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Elliott Abrams.
During his eight years in the State
Department, Abrams drew criticism
from friends and foes alike for his
Utopian, often clumsy approach to
foreign policy.
Like the president he served, Abrams was reluctant to let the facts
get in the way of ideology. In February 1987 he called for an investigation of the State Department's second-ranking intelligence official,
Francis McNeil, when McNeil's reports were not consistent with Abrams' political judgment. McNeil resigned, accusing Abrams of "McCarthyism."
Abrams made a habit of making
strong assertions without backing
them up. In February of 1985 he told
Ted Koppel on ABC's Nightline that
the July 1984 Los IJanitos massacre
in El Salvador, as well as another
massacre near that country's Gualsinga River, never occurred. Tutela
Legal, the legal aid office of the Archdiocese of San Salvador, documented both massacres and attributed the slayings to the U.S.-trained
Atlacatl brigade of the Salvadoran
military. In September of 1984 both
the New York Times and the Boston
Globe carried accounts of the bloodbaths.
Abrams again demonstrated his
fondness for disinformation when
Colombian journalist Patricia Lara,
a critic of Abrams' policies, tried to
visit the U.S. in October 1986. Upon
arriving in New York, Lara was detained and later imprisoned in a
Manhattan maximum-security facility. Following a brief hearing in
which sire was told her name appeared on Immigration and Naturalization Service's "undesirable alien"
list, she was deported. Abrams appeared on 60 Minutes, declaring Lara
an "administrative terrorist" in the
service of the Cuban government
and the Colombian guerrilla organization, M-19. That December, Colombia's defense minister, Gen.
Rafael Samudio, informed Lara that
the Colombian government had no
evidence linking her to any terrorist
activity.
The Nicaraguan contras were Abrams' favorite cause. Although Abrams claimed he knew nothing of
allegedly illegal work in support of
the contras, his testimony was contradicted by that of Gen. John

Coll put it this way: "After 10 years
of this, it's hard not to look at it as
a plan to dump wastes on a state
populated by Indians, Mexicans and
refugees. Sure we're paranoid, but
the DOE certainly hasn't given us any
reason not to be."
-Peter F. Sisler

-Kevin O'Donnell

race and the deterrence framework. Instead, the anguish and
opposition were narrowed into a nuclear freeze movement that
hoped too much for immediate effect and died on the congressional
vine. In part this left the moral high ground to Reagan, who seized
it with Star Wars. The left, such as it is, has also failed to put forth
a terribly convincing and sufficiently radical criticism of the
military budget Even the Jackson campaign feared proposing more
than minimal cuts."
Ann Lewis, former national director of Americans for Democratic
Action. Washington, D.C.: "We did not do more to regain our own
connection to American mainstream cultural values. Particularly
disturbing was the harsh and painful realization that in 1988 the
Republican presidential candidate was again able to use patriotic
symbols as partisan weapons. Progressive values built this country,
strengthened our homes, families and communities, but because of
our failure to communicate those values explicitly and effectively,
we enabled the right wing to deny them to us."
Barbara Ehrenreich, co-chair of the Democratic Socialists of
America, Long Island, N.Y.: "One thing the left did wrong was to
overestimate the mass appeal of the new right's social issues. In
many instances the left seemed to be intimidated and tried to
adopt the new right's pro-family rhetoric. There was even some
backpedaling on important issues like abortion and gay rights. The
left should have attacked the absolute hypocrisy of right-wing
populism. As Reaganomics amply demonstrated, the right always
represents the economic interersts of the elite, not of the average
working .person. The left should have responded with a militant
economic populism from the start."
Dick Racks, author of Making History: The American Left and
the American Mind. Santa Barbara, Calif.: "One of the most fundamental things missing on the left is the lack of an articulated vision
or public philosophy that expresses an alternative to the classic
liberal competitive individualism that Reagan articulated and
reinforced. 1 think the left—the more^radical intellectuals and
activists—have assumed that the job of articulating that alternative
.would be done by mainstream liberals in the New Deal tradition.
An effort like Reagan's to fundamentally challenge the welfare state
seemed unlikely. But Reagan caught everybody left of center
off guard in that sense. It wasn't surprising that it was so hard to
come up with an ideological response to Reagan with so much
disillusionment in the world with the welfare state and state
.socialism. I think it is very important at this point in.history to
revitalize the sense of the possibility of democracy and the collective good, to revitalize visions based on cooperation "and equality.
Even though Reagan leaves office with tremendous popularity, it is
remarkable how people seem to be eager for a restoration of the
public sector and governmental services that have been undermined during his years. That popular feeling offers the left some
opportunities now."
Abbte Hoffman. organizer and author, Solebury. Pa: "1 think the
definitions have to be changed, starting with the word left.' We've
inherited a sinister.name. Like the opposite of 'right' is 'wrong.' In
the '60s left' worked because we stuck the word 'new' in front it.
Americans love anything that is new. In the 70s some people
thought 'progressive' would do, but that went over as well as red
spaghetti sauce from a jar. We need to learn how to adapt our
language to the rest 6f the people. The trouble with the left is that
we speak English English, rather than American English. Another
thing, the left was completely unequipped for the Cold War coming
crashing down around us. We were not emotionally or intellectually
prepared to handle a world without a Cold War. Then there has
been the question of funding. Since the heyday of union organizing,
the left has continually had a problem maintaining itself economically. One of these days somebody is going to have to solve that
problem."
Heather Booth, president of Citizen Action and the Midwest
Academy. Chicago: "1 would put the question in the context of
things we need to do. opportunities we now can take. Number one.
we need to project a national progressive message and presence
thafs broader than any one issue, but provides a context to
comment on a variety of issues as they develop. Two, we need to
ensure that our leaders promote those themes and messages.
Three; we need to move for accountability of elected leaders, so
there is no backsliding as there was on the Reagan budgets or on
the -MX.'We need to tie our values to our issues, to our electoral
strategy, as we continue organizing locally and nationally. There is
wonderful ojrgapaing going on. We just need to convey that we are
more than trie?siMM of our pajls."
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